
PRINCIPAL FINDINGS

Finding 1

The media’s experience with satellite imagery
has thus far been extremely limited. Therefore,
the precise value of satellite imagery to the media
is uncertain and is likely to remain so until ex-
perience and a more robust remote sensing mar-
ket combine to define a stable demand for these
data.

The media have used and continue to use satel-
lite images in their news gathering activities.
Whether this limited use will blossom into exten-
sive, routine use or even a dedicated “mediasat”
organization will depend on:

1. the cost of remotely sensed data;
2. the demand for, and therefore the value of,

“media-quality” images to the media and to
other users; and

3. U.S. and foreign government policies regard-
ing the collection and distribution of high-
quality satellite images.

Much of the current writing on the mediasat
concept has stressed the desire for high resolution,
timely delivery, and assured access to data. Al-
though these demands follow logically from cur-
rent newsgathering practices, they are not the
product of detailed technical or economic research
or of experience. It is important to recognize that,
in the absence of such research or experience, the
news media can have only an imprecise under-
standing of the value of low- and high-resolution
data and the value of real-time and delayed in-
formation.

Finding 2

The current commercial remote sensing systems,
the U.S. EOSAT and the French SPOT, allow the
media to experiment with satellite imagery but lack
the high resolution, timely delivery, and assured
access to data that some media experts feel could
make satellite imagery an integral part of the news-
gathering process.

EOSAT (figure 1) and SPOT (figure 2) provide
a relatively low-cost means by which the media
could practice both using satellite imagery and
working within current government policies. How-
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ever, existing commercial systems do not provide
“timely access” or high resolution, primarily be-
cause these capabilities are expensive and unnec-
essary to meet the needs of the traditional pur-
chasers of remotely sensed data. In addition, the
media’s access to data cannot be assured because
the remote sensing companies currently depend
on ground stations owned by other countries to
collect certain data. Experience gained with the
current commercial systems has shown that de-
livery of data considered by a foreign government
to be sensitive may be delayed or denied.

Finding 3

It is possible to build a mediasat system with
high resolution, timely global coverage, and as-
sured access to data using current technology.

Experts generally agree that costs and market
uncertainties, more than technology, inhibit the
establishment of a mediasat system. Media experts
have identified high spatial resolution (5 meters
or less) as the principal performance requirement
for a mediasat. By comparison, the Thematic Map-
per (TM) and the Multispectral Scanner (MSS) sen-
sors on EOSAT’s satellite provide 30 and 80 me-
ter resolution, respectively. The French SPOT
system provides 10 meter panchromatic (black and
white) as well as 20 meter multi-spectral (color)
imagery. Nonetheless, sensors capable of produc-
ing 5 meter images are readily available and could
be flown on existing spacecraft designs.

To be effective, a mediasat needs more than
high resolution; it must also be able to sense news
wherever and whenever it occurs and to trans-
mit the news rapidly to the news agency. A media-
sat system would need at least two satellites to en-
sure same day coverage of events around the globe.
In order to receive data in near-real-time, a medi-
asat system would need to have access to ground
stations all over the earth, use on-board tape
recorders, or use space-to-space communications
similar to the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration’s (NASA) partially complete Track-
ing Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). The
technology exists to obtain high-resolution, near-
real-time imagery; what is lacking is the clear fi-
nancial justification for employing this technology.
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Finding 4

Although cost and market research have yet to
be done, preliminary calculations indicate that the
costs of a mediasat might exceed the expected rev-
enues of such a system.

To be financially viable, a mediasat would have
to generate revenue sufficient to offset the costs
of the system. Experts have estimated that a com-
plete one or two satellite mediasat system (i.e.,
sensor, spacecraft, launch vehicle, data collection
facilities, and image processing facilities) capable
of.5 meters resolution, designed to operate about
5 years, could cost between $215 million and $470
million to establish and $10 million to $15 mil-
lion a year to operate. Even if each network used
satellite images every day, only a few thousand
images would be used per year; hence the system’s
development and operating costs could only be
paid back if networks were willing to pay $35,000
to $73,000 per “story,” an order of magnitude more
than existing expenditures for daily news coverage.

Nonetheless, should it turn out that OTA’s cost
estimates for a mediasat are dramatically over-
stated (because the technology has become more
sophisticated and/or less costly) or a very high
demand (from the media and other data users5)
were to develop for satellite images, mediasat
might become an economically viable concept.

Finding 5

A mediasat would probably compound prob-
lems inherent in the management of national secu-
rity and foreign policy in a spirited democracy;
however, such problems would likely be man-
ageable.

Experts generally agree that the media’s exten-
sive use of high-resolution satellite imagery for
newsgathering could complicate certain U.S. na-
tional security activities and certain U.S. foreign
policies. Experts disagree, however, about the na-
ture and seriousness of these “complications,” and
the extent to which they differ from traditional
tensions between the press and the national secu-
rity and foreign policy communities.

Although each is the subject of some contro-
versy, national security experts consulted by OTA
identified five areas where a mediasat could com-
plicate U.S. national security and foreign policies.
The

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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media could:

disseminate information regarding U.S. mil-
itary operations, thereby depriving U.S.
troops of the critical element of surprise;
reveal information considered sensitive by
foreign governments, thereby prompting
them to retaliate against U.S. Government
activities, assets, or personnel;
provide valuable intelligence to countries cur-
rently lacking their own reconnaissance sat-
ellites;
reveal facts about an unfolding crisis, mak-
ing it more difficult for government leaders
to act calmly and responsibly; and
misinterpret satellite data in such a way as
to precipitate a crisis.

5Some of the costs of a mediasat could be offset by selling data
to map makers, geologists, agricultural planners, and other current
users of remotely sensed data.
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The most common media response to all of these
allegations is that, although a mediasat could pro-
vide a substantial new source of data, the media’s
extensive contacts and information sources within

that aggressive actions would
throughout the free world.

Finding 6

be seen and reported

the United States and around the world already
provide the press with near-real-time information
concerning fast-breaking news stories. The U.S.
media are also proud of their “track record. ” They

Within a decade, many nations still have their
own remote sensing systems. It is unclear whether
the U.S. Government could effectively limit or
control media access to satellite imagery if for-
eign governments do not exercise similar controls.

The almost assured proliferation of sophisti-
cated, government-owned, remote sensing systems
has caused many analysts to question the practi-
cality of attempting to regulate the media’s use
of satellites to gather news. Some experts main-

assert that where lives have been at stake or seri-
ous national security issues have been raised, they
have cooperated with the government by with-
holding information until the danger or sensitiv-
ity has passed. Finally, some national security and
media experts argue that granting the media ac-
cess to high-resolution satellite data could halve
a stabilizing influence, in that nations would realize
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tain that since U.S. laws would not be applicable
to foreign systems, U.S. news agencies could by-
pass U.S. restrictions by purchasing data from,
or investing in, foreign remote sensing systems.

Others disagree, arguing that foreign remote
sensing systems—either as a result of financial
constraints, less sophisticated technology, or a
country’s own domestic policies—might have lim-
ited resolution. Therefore, it is possible that, with
minimum intergovernmental coordination, the
United States could substantially delay the time
when the media would have access to very high-
resolution satellite images.

Finding 7

Government attempts to limit access to or use
of satellite imagery would likely result in first
amendment challenges to such limitations. The
outcome of these challenges would turn on the
exact nature of the government limitations and
the Supreme Court's ultimate determination of the
status of newsgathering activities under the Con-
stitution.

Should the U.S. Government desire to inhibit
a media-owned satellite from gathering potentially
sensitive information it could—either permanently,
through the licensing procedures established in the
1984 Landsat Act, b or temporarily during a crisis
—attempt to limit:

1. the resolution of the satellite’s sensors;
2. the images that the satellite is allowed to col-

lect; or
3. the images the media are allowed to dis-

seminate.

The 1984 Landsat Act requires all remote sens-
ing system operators to obtain a license from the
Secretary of Commerce, who is charged with the
duty of ensuring that applicants comply with the
“international obligations and national security
concerns of the United States. ” Some media rep-
resentatives have argued that such licensing pro-
visions should be declared invalid because they
are not drafted with the narrow specificity required
of statutes affecting first amendment interests. The
validity of this point of view will rest heavily on

’15 U.S.C. 4201-4292

the Supreme Court’s ultimate determination of the
status of newsgathering activities.

If newsgathering is given the degree of first
amendment protection afforded traditional speak-
ing and publishing activities, the licensing proce-
dure established in the Landsat Act and future re-
strictions on mediasat activities might be regarded
as impermissible “prior restraints” on free speech.
The doctrine of “prior restraint” holds that ad-
vance limitations on protected speech may not be
“predicated on surmise or conjecture that un-
toward consequences may result.”7 Prior restraints
are allowable only if necessary to prevent “direct,
immediate, and irreparable damage to our Nation
or its people.”8 On the other hand, should the Su-
preme Court hold that news gathering was deserv-
ing of some lesser degree of protection than pub-
lication of information already obtained, the
government would have considerably more lati-
tude to limit mediasat activities. Restrictions on
the dissemination of information already gathered
would, of course, receive the full protection of
the first amendment.

If the media do not own a satellite system, but
rather rely on a commercial company such as
EOSAT to provide them with data, it would be
less clear whether the media could successfully ar-
gue that licensing restrictions violate their first
amendment rights. Should the U.S. Government
ask EOSAT to stop distributing raw data for a
few days during a crisis and EOSAT agreed, the
news media might have a case against EOSAT for
breach of contract, but their case against the U.S.
Government for infringing their first amendment
rights would be less clear.

Finding 8

Should the U.S. Government wish to encourage
the eventual development of a U.S. mediasat in-
dustry, it should continue its support for the U.S.
Landsat system; such support would likely require
sizable subsidy for a period of years. 9

‘Justice Brennan concurring in, New York Times Co. v. United
States, 403 U.S. 713, 724 (1971).

‘Justices Stewart and White, concurring, New York Times Co.
v. United States, ibid.

‘The funding problems and opportunities of the Landsat program
and EOSAT are beyond the scope of this paper. In reaching this
conclusion, OTA drew upon its previous work. See: U.S. Congress,



A mediasat industry is less likely to develop in
the United States if the media must shoulder the
entire cost of the “infrastructure” needed to sup-

Office of Technology Assessment, lnternational Cooperation and
Competition in Civilian Space Activities, OTA-ISC-239 (Washing-
ton, DC: U.S. Government Printing Off Ice, July 1985), p. 15, U.S.
Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Remote Sensing and
the Private Sector: Issues for Discussion —A Technical Memoran-
dum, OTA-TM-ISC-20 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, March 1984 ).
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port its occasional use of satellite images. If, on
the other hand, there already existed in the United
States a strong “value-added” industry—small
firms expert in the interpretation and visual pres-
entation of data—and a large pool of experienced
photointerpreters, the mediasat concept would be-
come more viable. A robust value-added indus-
try and a cadre of experienced photointerpreters
are more likely to develop if the United States has
a healthy land remote sensing industry catering
to diverse scientific and commercial needs.


